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TRUE PROTECTION 
SAVES LIVES

REAL PEOPLE
FOR

REAL PEOPLE
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WHO WE ARE

ULBRICHTS Protection at Schwanenstadt (Upper Austria), a business division of ULBRICHTS 

GmbH, develops and produces ballistic titanium and titanium-hybrid helmets. Police officers, so-called 

first responders, special police forces, and military special forces are already trusted in ULBRICHTS. 

The company is recognized as a ballistic head protection pioneer, regularly setting standards in true 

protection, comfort, and design. 

TITAN-HYBRID HELMETS FROM ULBRICHTS PROTECTION

Worldwide best head protection against handgun and rifle bullets

ULBRICHTS-Helmets are the first choice of 80% of German police officers plus many other European 

police and military special forces. As the threat changed from handgun to rifle ammunition, protection 

helmets must do two things: 

1. STOP the bullet, 

2. Prevent a severe backface deformation leading to death. 

ULBRICHTS helmets are the only helmets to protect those who protect us.

NEW INNOVATION

ULBRICHTS Protection enables easy procurement of their helmets since they have a one-size-fits-all 

policy regarding the helmets. This makes it easier for them to provide the soldiers with true protection 

since one helmet fits every head.

The new generation also comes without any bolts and screws, which allows them to prevent 

secondary shrapnel. This innovation also fits with the company’s mission to provide police officers 

and soldiers with true protection from every angle.

TRUE PROTECTION SAVES LIVES
TO PROTECT THOSE, WHO PROTECT US

POLICE MILITARY

Special ForcesPatrol Land Forces Special Forces
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Standard Military helmets and classical NIJ IIIa helmets are built for shrapnel and fragment protection but 

is this the real ballistic threat they are confronted with?

Times changed tremendously due to bullet protection requirements, so it's not enough to protect against 

shrapnel and fragments only. ALSO Just stopping a bullet is not enough as per NIJ IIIa requirements!

For TRUE ballistic head protection, a helmet must combine two capabilities:

1. Stop projectiles of handguns and rifles

2. Prevent a severe backface deformation leading to a lethal brain trauma

A ballistic helmet shall come with TRUE Protection against projectiles. 

The major differentiation must be done in the selection of the right protection and weight balance due to 

the major threats, forces are confronted with. 

True Handgun protection starts at 1,2kg without accessories, and rifle protection can be upgraded through 

shields. Both must come with trauma prevention below 25 joules to make them sustainable.

True rifle protection with stopping AND preventing a severe backface deformation leading to lethal brain 

trauma starts at 2,1kg without accessories.

The recommendation to secure trauma values below 25 joules is to test according to VPAM HVN2009. 

This standardized test procedure ensures that helmets are tested reproducible and comparable to each 

other while following the same test normed procedure done by independent test facilities. Besides the 

ballistic test, it’s also mandatory to succeed in environmental and chemical resistance tests.

The ballistic helmet should balance weight and protection surface according to individual mission 

requirements while keeping the flexibility in accessories and maximum protection.

Ballistic Protection against 9x19mm Ballistic Protection against 7.62x39 MSC

LETHAL TRAUMA
Std. NIJ IIIA Aramid Helmet
Trauma ~80 Joule

TRUE PROTECTION
ULBRICHTS OPTIO
Trauma < 25 Joule

PENETRATION
(VPAM 3 / NIJ IIIA - HELMET)

TRUE PROTECTION
ULBRICHTS VPAM3 HVN2009 Helmet
+ FORTIS
OR
NEW ZENTURIO 
WITH STAND-ALONE VPAM 6 Protection
and Trauma-values <25 Joule 
analog to HVN2009

TRUE PROTECTION 
HOW WE SAVE LIVES
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Highest STOP effect

FIRST RESPONDER FIRST RESPONDER RIFLE
HELMET HELMET + FORTIS HELMET

Lowest Trauma values (Backface deformation / BFD)

Best liner system (UNI-SIZE & QUICK-SIZE 48-62 / Better Balance)

Smart modularity for all tactical needs

In-House produced Visor diversity for all threats

TRUE PROTECTION DEFINITION

Aramid / PE Helmet
Trauma values (BFD) >>25 Joule

ULBRICHTS Titanium Hybrid Helmets
Trauma values (BFD) First Responder Helmets << 25 Joule

Trauma Values (BFD) Rifle Helmets < 25 Joule

Scan me for more
information
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